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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To reduce fatalities and personal injuries due to vehicular impact with light poles, it is
desirable that these light poles break away at their base when hit by a vehicle whose
velocity exceeds 20 mph. One of the most common type of breakaway coupling connections
used in the U.S. consists of four double-necked alloy steel couplings that connect light pole
bases to their concrete foundations. Use of specific devices requires approval from the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for use on Federally aided highways. This portion
of the research project tested several coupling designs fabricated from free-cutting brass to
replace the steel and aluminum couplings in use. This switch to brass couplings is expected
to result in significant cost savings to the State of Illinois due to reduced production and
acquisition costs and greater longevity due to the corrosion resistance of free-cutting brass
vs. steel.
The overall goal of this project was to validate the use of free-cutting brass
breakaway couplings compared to existing approved couplings. Two types of drop test
experiments were planned to conduct this evaluation, those with a single coupling and those
with four couplings. The goal of the first series of tests was to better understand the
ungrouped and fracture behavior of single couplings. A total of 14 concrete pedestals were
prepared for this purpose. The goal of the second series of tests was to evaluate
performance of four couplings in a configuration similar to current practice. A total of 12
concrete pedestals were prepared that each supported four couplings. For this latter group
of test specimens, it was planned that six of these would be for a strike angle of 0 degrees
between a line of couplings and the angle of strike, three would be for a strike angle of 45
degrees, and three for a strike angle of 22.5 degrees. A total of 50 brass couplings were
prepared for use in this project. In addition, a total of 12 Transpo couplings were used to
provide a basis of comparison for the brass couplings.
The testing program was conducted in an iterative manner in which the plan for the
next test was influenced by the outcome of the previous test. A total of seven singlecoupling and 14 four-coupling tests were completed. The results of the single-coupling tests
revealed that external groove notches were needed to cause rupture due to the combined
forces of shear, bending and tension. The most significant test variables were: (a) the
number of grooves; (b) the depth of grooves; and (c) the root radius of these grooves that
were cut into the couplings. The outcome of the iterative testing program was a semi-final
design for the brass breakaway couplings so as to demonstrate very similar behavior in the
drop weight testing to the crash tests of the Transpo SPM 4100 couplings. For each brass
coupling design, there was a fracture failure that resulted from a drop of 128 pounds starting
at a height of 13.3 feet above the impact point that produced an impact velocity of 20 miles
per hour. However, failure was not observed when the drop weight was slightly decreased
or the depth of the groove was reduced. The semi-final geometry obtained consisted of a
hollow hexagonal coupling, with one 0.165 inch deep groove with a root radius of 0.125
inches at the mid-length of each coupling.
In the second and third phases of this project, full scale impact and the fatigue lives
of couplings at various wind speeds were considered. Subsequent full-scale pendulum
impact trials of actual steel and aluminum light poles resulted in minor modifications of the
basic design developed in these drop weight tests that satisfied the impact deceleration
criteria of 5 m/s [16.4 ft/sec] at 20 and 62 mph. This deceleration limit was established by
the FHWA as the threshold value beyond which vehicle occupants could sustain serious
injury.
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CHAPTER 1 PROJECT MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES
1.1 MOTIVATION
The State of Illinois presently uses breakaway couplings at the bottom of light poles that
are designed to allow these poles to break free from their supports when impacted by small
vehicles (1800 lbs mass) travelling at or above 20 miles per hour; see Figure 1(a). The impact
velocity and deceleration experienced by vehicle occupants are restricted not to exceed a
maximum deceleration of 5 m/s [16.4 ft/sec]. Breakaway couplings are required for all light
poles nearby roadways which are not behind guard rails. Couplings have also been designed
so that the height of the fractured remnant or stub of the device after impact does not exceed 4
inches in height so that the remnants do not entangle the vehicle or puncture floor panels,
gasoline tanks or fuel lines. The performance and testing requirement for these couplings are
described in NCHRP Report 350, Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance
Evaluation of Highway Features (Ref 1), which applied to safety systems approved before
January 2011. The safety acceptance criteria for 2011 and afterwards is found in the Manual
for Assessing Safety Hardware (Ref 2).
The shape of the Transpo No. 4100 coupling presently used by the Illinois DOT is shown
in Figure 1(b). The couplings are sometimes hidden from public view and shielded from the
elements by a cover as shown in Figure 1(c), or they may have a stainless steel screen around
the base of the pole to prevent animal entry. The geometric details for one of the Transpo
double-necked No.4100 couplings are given in Figure 2. Additional information on these
couplings is given at http://transpo.com (Ref 3).
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Figurre 2. Specifiications for the
t Transpo “Pole-Safe Model No. 4
4100” breaka
away
sup
pport system
m for light polles.
Two
T
significant problems with the ste
eel and alum
minum coupling devices ccurrently
in service
e were conc
cerns about their durabillity, as well a
as their initia
al or replacement
costs. Many
M
existing
g badly deterriorated couplings still in
n service were made of a diecast alum
minum alloy which was subject
s
to ga
alvanic and i ntergranularr corrosion.
Eventually all these aluminum
a
alloy coupling
gs will require
e statewide
e replacemen
nt. Four
replacem
ment Transpo
o hourglass--shaped cou
uplings cost $
$62.50-$87..50 each, de
epending
on supplier pricing.
In
n contrast, a brass hexag
gon coupling
g, including a stainless ssteel stud, can be
made forr $10-$15 ea
ach, depending on the vo
olume of the
e order and tthe price of ffreecutting brass. Considering that there
t
are tho
ousands of ccouplings tha
at require
replacem
ment, savings
s are anticip
pated to be substantial.
s
These coup
plings first un
nderwent
drop weig
ght testing, and
a were the
en subjected
d to full-scal e crash testing. After th
he
Bureau of
o Materials & Physical Research
R
(BMPR) of the
e Illinois Dep
partment of
es of CDA 3
Transporrtation (Illino
ois DOT) obtained materrial and fractture propertie
360 freecutting brass, a proposal was pre
epared and submitted to
o the Illinois Center of
nd results fro
om the first p
phase of thiss overall
Transporrtation. The objectives, features, an
project to
o replace existing breaka
away couplin
ngs which ha
ave deteriorrated, or inte
ended for
new cons
struction in state
s
highwa
ays and local roads are p
presented in
n this report.
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EARCH OBJECTIVES
1.2 RESE
The
T overall objective of th
his project was
w to investtigate if free--cutting brasss
couplings
s could prov
vide a succes
ssful replace
ement to eith
her existing aluminum co
ouplings
or Transp
po hourglass
s steel couplings. The objective of th
he first phasse of this pro
oject, to
provide a coupling ha
aving equiva
alent energy
y absorption to fracture to an approvved
coupling,, was achiev
ved by varyin
ng the numb
ber, depth, a nd radius off grooves in the
brass couplings until a pattern off grooves we
ere found tha
at matched tthe breakaw
way
ance of Transpo coupling
gs in the sam
me test setu p. The desig
gn changes were
performa
proposed
d by the inve
entor of the device
d
(co-a
author C. Ha hin), and the
en submitted
d for
fabricatio
on and testin
ng at Taylor Devices.* Figure
F
3 illusstrates some
e of the vario
ous
groove geometries te
ested, compared with no
o external grroove.

Figure 3.
3 The vario
ous groove notches
n
and geometric d
designs of th
he brass bre
eakaway
coupling
gs were designed by one
e of the co-a
authors of th
his report, an
nd then each
h design
was machined at the machine shop
s
of the Bureau
B
of Ma
aterials & Ph
hysical Rese
earch of
the Illinois DOT. When it ap
ppeared that additional g
grooves need
d to be adde
ed or
deepene
ed, the test contractor,
c
Taylor
T
Devic
ces of North Tonawanda
a, NY, machiined the
re
equested mo
odifications prior
p
to each separate se
eries of drop
p weight testts.

*NOTE: Th
he final patente
ed geometry do
oes not appearr in this report.
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CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH PROGRAM
2.1 OVERVIEW
The rapid dynamic response of the four couplings could not be predicted by
either analytical or numerical methods. Therefore experimental testing was needed to
determine and validate the geometric details needed to achieve the desired breakaway
performance. Particular attention was given to the number and depth of the grooved
notches where fracture would originate. This determination required an iterative
experimental testing methodology, in which the results from one test were then used to
determine what to do in the next test. For this testing program, a total of 50 brass
couplings were machined by BMPR and 26 concrete pedestals were fabricated at the
University of Illinois. In addition, 12 Transpo couplings were acquired in order to make
a direct comparison between the breakaway performance of the brass and Transpo
breakaway couplings.
2.2. CONCRETE PEDESTAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The pedestals were designed and fabricated to simulate the concrete
foundations used in actual field construction where threaded anchor bolts are
embedded. A total of 14 single coupling concrete pedestals and 12 four-coupling
concrete pedestals were fabricated at the University of Illinois, and then shipped to
Taylor Devices in New York. The initial testing was done using single couplings to
make a coarse assessment of the susceptibility of the couplings to impact fracture in
shear versus that of global bending. This was followed by testing using four-coupling
pedestals. All pedestals were designed to be anchored by a post-tensioning to a
support system. To this end, four PVC tubes were cast in each pedestal to enable the
passage of high-strength threaded rods to the anchoring reaction mass. In order to
handle these pedestals, which could weigh up to 300 pounds, a lifting handle was
embedded. This handle was embedded horizontally in the casting form since the
pedestal needed to be rotated 90 degrees for the drop weight testing. One of the
intended variables in the research program was the angle between the line of action of
the gravity impact and the line of the couplings. For the 12 four-coupling specimens, 6
were designed to have an angle of 0 degrees, 3 were designed to have an angle of
22.5 degrees and 3 were designed to have an angle of 45 degrees with the line of
action of the falling weight. The position of the handle was made different for each of
the three groups of four-coupling tests so that the specimen hung in the right position
for mounting when held by this handle. The geometry of the single- and four-couplings
pedestals are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. The pedestals were placed on
pallets for shipment as shown in Figure 6.
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e 4. The geo
ometric deta
ails and spec
cifications fo r the single coupling con
ncrete
Figure
pedes
stals.
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Figure 5. Geometric details
d
of the four-couplin
ng concrete pedestals.
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e 6. Cast con
ncrete pedes
stals and tw
wo strike tube
es awaiting sshipment to North
Figure
Tonawanda, New York.
T SETUP
2.3 TEST
Figure 7 pres
sents the dro
op-weight tes
st setup and
d how the asssemblage o
of the
ouplings, an
nd the short strike
s
tube w
which simula
ated a light p
pole
concrete pedestal, co
base. Th
his image prresents the setup
s
for Tes
sts #9-21 wh
hen there wa
as an oak fixxture in
position to
t restrain th
he concrete pedestal from downward
d vertical mo
ovement. Prior to
Test #9, the downwa
ard movement of the con
ncrete pedesstal was onlyy restrained by the
horizonta
al bolts that were
w
post-te
ensioned to the
t reaction mass. The insufficient preload
and coeffficient of fric
ction did not completely restrain
r
dow
wnward pede
estal movem
ment after
the strike
e tube was im
mpacted. With
W the oak support,
s
thiss problem wa
as eliminated.
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The weig
ght being dro
opped in this
s test consisted of a colle
ection of rigiidly connectted steel
plates, as
s shown in Figure
F
8. The
e weight of the
t mass ussed in this tessting progra
am
ranged frrom 35 to 16
60 pounds.

Figurre 7. Test se
etup used by
y Taylor Dev
vices which simulated th
he impact off a light
pole, showing the
e concrete pedestal,
p
fou
ur couplings,, the 5 inch [[127 mm] dia
ameter
strike tube
t
mounte
ed horizontallly to the rigid concrete m
mass. The ttop of the strrike tube
contained a welded steel diiaphragm to prevent the
e tube wall fro
om buckling
g after
sustaining nu
umerous imp
pacts from th
he drop weig
ght.
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Figure 8. The drop
d
weight used by Tay
ylor Devicess, consisting of a bulkhead,
striker tup,
t
and varrious plate weights
w
for ad
djustment off mass.
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CHAPTER 3 TESTING AND RESULTS
3.1 OVERALL RESULTS
Testing was conducted in an iterative manner, since this was the most effective
means to determine the pattern of groove notches that were needed to provide
equivalent performance to the approved Transpo coupling. A total of 21 tests were
conducted.
As presented in Table 1, the first 7 numbered tests were on single-couplings,
and the remaining 14 tests were on four-coupling configurations. The tests were
ordered by test date as shown in the second column of Table 1. In all tests, the drop
height was 13.3 feet, which was calculated to produce an impact velocity of 20 miles
per hour. Table 1 also presents (a) the drop weight; (b) the number, depth, and radius
of the grooves; (c) the specific coupling numbers that were used in each test, (d) which
version of the strike tube was used; and (e) the overall result from the drop-weight test.
The difference between the “original” 5” diameter (Ø) and “revised” 9” Ø strike
tube was that the 9” Ø tube had substantially thicker walls, a 1” thick base plate, and
½” fillet welds were used to connect the strike tube to the steel base plate. The results
from each test have been characterized in Table 1 as a combination of:
“N.G.” = No Good
“Bending” = coupling bent without a complete fracture
“Rupture” = a single coupling ruptured
“Bounced” = that the weight bounded off the strike tube without fracturing any couplings
“Slip” = the concrete pedestal was observed to slip against support block upon impact
“Top Rupture” = only the top coupling ruptured; four couplings in a “diamond” pattern;
slippage noted
“All Rupture” = all four couplings ruptured
Table 1. Description of Tests and Results
Test ID

Date

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

6/9/2008
6/10/2008
6/12/2008
6/16/2008
6/16/2008
6/18/2008
6/18/2008
6/23/2008
7/14/2008
7/16/2008
7/17/2008
12/16/2008
12/16/2008
12/16/2008
12/17/2008
12/17/2008
1/5/2009
1/6/2009
1/6/2009
1/7/2009
1/8/2009

Weight
(lbs)
100
100
100
53
35
35
53
140
140
160
160
100
127
113
127
160
160
160
127
128
128

Groove Details
Number Radius Depth
0
N.A.
N.A.
0
N.A.
N.A.
2
0.125
0.125
2
0.125
0.125
2
0.125
0.125
2
0.125
0.075
2
0.125
0.075
2
0.125
0.075
2
0.125
0.075
2
0.125
0.125
2
0.125
0.15

4
4
4
1
1
1
1

0.0625
0.0625
0.0625
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125

0.125
0.125
0.15
0.175
0.175
0.165
0.15

Configuration
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Square
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
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Type

Coupler #s

Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Transpo
Transpo
Transpo
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass

2
3
4
5
6M
7
8
10, 11, 12, 13
10, 11, 12, 13
14, 15, 16, 17
18, 19, 20, 22

Strike Tube

Original
Original
Original
Original
Original
Original
Original
Original
Original
Original
Original
Revised
Revised
Revised
23, 24, 25M, 26 Revised
23, 24, 25M, 26 Revised
27, 28, 29, 30 Revised
32, 33, 34, 35 Revised
36, 37, 38, 39 Revised
40, 41, 42, 43 Revised
44, 45, 46, 47 Revised

Test Result
N.G.; Bending
N.G.; Bending
Rupture
Rupture
Rupture
Rupture
Rupture
N.G.; Bounced/Slip
N.G.; Bounced
Top Rupture
Top Rupture
Top Rupture
All Rupture
All Rupture
N.G.; Bounced
Top Rupture
Top Rupture
All Rupture
All Rupture
All Rupture
Top Rupture

An exam
mple of the ty
ypes of groov
ves made in these coup
plings is pressented in
Figure 9..

Figure
e 9. Double grooves in a brass hexa
agon couplin
ng; the root radius is 1/8
8” and
depth of cu
ut is 0.075”.
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2

Table 2. Coupling Condition after Drop Weight Testing

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

26

27

28

29

30

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

u1

u2

Transpo
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3.2 TESTING ORDER AND OBSERVATIONS
This section provides a description of the test results in the order that they were
conducted. Only a selection of the collected images is presented in this section. For all
images and movies, the reader is referred to the digital folder that is described in
Appendix A. The testing on the 7 single coupling assemblies is described in 3.2.1 and
3.2.2. The configuration of the test setup for these 7 tests is shown in Figure 10.
3.2.1 Single Coupling Tests: IDs #1 & #2 (6/9/2008 – 6/10/2008)
Table 3. Specimen Description and Results from Test #1 & #2
Test ID

Date

1
2

6/9/2008
6/10/2008

Weight
(lbs)
100
100

Configuration Type
Groove Details
Number Radius Depth
0
N.A.
N.A. Single
Brass
0
N.A.
N.A. Single
Brass

Coupler #s
2
3

Strike Tube
Original
Original

Test Result
N.G.; Bending
N.G.; Bending

Test #1 was completed without a base plate between the bottom of the coupling
and the top of the concrete pedestal. Not surprisingly, the assemblage bent at the
threads.
Test #2 was conducted with the base plate in place. The coupling bent as
shown in Figure 11 and as coupling #3 in Table 2.
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“A”

“B”

Figu
ure 10. Diag
gram of the single
s
coupling test, con
nsisting of po
ost tension rrods
anchoring the concrrete pedesta
al “A” to the reaction ma ss. The bre
eakaway cou
upling is
bolted to
t the strike tube “B”. The coupling is complete ly hollow, drrilled and tap
pped to
accept 1”-8
1 UNC bo
olts and studs. A stainless steel stud
d is thread-lo
ocked all the
e way to
th
he beginning
g of notched midpoint of the coupling
g.
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Figure
e 11. Drop weight
w
Test #2
# indicated the need fo r a notch to decrease se
ection,
even though the sharp internal th
hreads were
e the initiatio n sites when
n the couplin
ngs were
pulled in tensile testing ma
achine at slo
ow strain rate
es.
ngle Couplin
ng Tests: ID
Ds 3-7 (6/12//2008 – 6/18
8/2008)
3.2.2 Sin
The
T result fro
om Test #2 in
ndicated tha
at grooves w
would most likkely be need
ded to
drive the desired mode of failure by fracture over that of ductile bend
ding. As sho
own in
s with a radiu
us of 0.125” were added
d to the coup
plings in Tessts #3 to
Table 4, two grooves
#7; see Figure
F
9. Th
hese grooves
s were made
e by Taylor D
Devices at the request o
of the
ICT research team. The variable
es in these 5 tests were the drop we
eight and the
e depth
ooves. All specimens fa
ailed by ruptu
ure of the co
ouplings as sshown in Ta
able 4
of the gro
and Figure 12. The only
o
sign of coupling be
ending was iin Test #6, a
as shown in Figure
13, which
h was the lea
ast taxed (drop weight of
o 35 poundss and depth of grooves =
0.075”).
Table 4. Specimen Description and Resultss from Tests #3 - #7
Test ID

Date

3
4
5
6
7

6/12/2008
6/16/2008
6/16/2008
6/18/2008
6/18/2008

Weiight
(lb
bs)
10
00
53
35
35
53

Groovve Details
Number Radius Depth
2
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.125
2
0.125
0.125
2
0.125
0.075
2
0.125
0.075
2

C
Configuration
SSingle
S
Single
S
Single
S
Single
S
Single
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T
Type
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass

Coupler #s
4
5
6M
7
8

Strike Tube
Original
Original
Original
Original
Original

Test Result
Rupture
Rupture
Rupture
Rupture
Rupture

acture surfac
ce from Testt #3, showing:
Figure 12. Fra
(upper
(
photo
o) single cou
upling on the
e strike tube,,
and
a (lower photo) the rup
ptured coup ling remnant
on the test frame.
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Figure 13. Slight bend
ding in Test #6 when two
o grooves w
were used.
king was tha
at two or morre grooves w
would provid
de multiple
Initial think
fracture initiation sites. Ultimately multiple gro
ooving was a
abandoned
due to redistribution
r
n of strain rather than co
oncentrating it into a
centrall zone.
3.2.3 Fou
ur Coupling
g Tests IDs:: #8-#11 (6/2
23/2008 – 7//17/2008)

Table 5. Specimen Description
D
and
a Results from Tests #8 - #11
Test ID

Date

8
9
10
11

6/23/2008
7/14/2008
7/16/2008
7/17/2008

Weiight
(lb
bs)
14
40
14
40
16
60
16
60

Groovve Details
Number Radius Depth
2
0.125
0.075
2
0.125
0.075
2
0.125
0.125
2
0.125
0.15

C
Configuration
SSquare
D
Diamond
D
Diamond
D
Diamond

T
Type
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass

Coupler #s
10, 11, 12,, 13
10, 11, 12,, 13
14, 15, 16,, 17
18, 19, 20,, 22

Strike Tube
Original
Original
Original
Original

Test Result
N.G.; Bounced/Sliip
N.G.; Bounced
Top Rupture
Top Rupture

Since
S
the res
sults from the
e single coup
pling tests in
ndicated that fracture wa
as
achieved
d with the use of two grooves in the brass coupliings with a rradius of 0.125
inches, th
he same wa
as used in the first series
s of tests tha
at were cond
ducted (#8-#
#11)
using fou
ur brass couplings to con
nnect the strrike tube to tthe concrete
e pedestal. S
See
Table 5.
The
T first of these tests (T
Test #8) was done with a groove dep
pth of 0.075 inches
and with the coupling
gs arranged in a “square
e” pattern re lative to the direction of strike
as shown
n in Figure 14. The140 pound
p
weigh
ht was obserrved to boun
nce off of the
e strike
tube with
h some slip occurring
o
between the co
oncrete ped estal and the anchor.
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Figure 14. Test setu
up for four co
ouplings in th
he “square” orientation, where two ccouplings
receive the
t initial transfer of imp
pact forces simultaneoussly. This is a
also the conffiguration
used in the
e full scale pendulum
p
im
mpact tests.
Due
D to the co
oncern that a meaningful part of the energy transsfer was goiing into
this slip, and thereby
y reducing th
he peak stres
ss being app
plied to the ccouplings, it was
decided to
t use an oa
ak supporting
g base in su
ubsequent te
ests to preve
ent downwarrd
movement of the con
ncrete pedes
stal. A groutt was used b
between the
e oak fixture and the
c
See
e Figure 15.
concrete pedestal to ensure full contact.
In
n addition to adding the oak support, the other cchange made
e for subseq
quent
e of
tests was
s that the oriientation of the
t concrete
e bases was changed so
o that the line
action of the falling weight
w
was at
a 45 degrees to the any line of two ccouplings. In
n this
ation, using a circular an
nalogy, one coupling
c
is a
at top dead ccenter (0⁰), ttwo
configura
couplings
s are at the neutral posittions (90⁰ an
nd 270⁰), an d the bottom
m coupling iss at
180⁰. Th
his orientatio
on is described as a “diamond” in Ta
able 5.
The
T depths of
o the groove
es in Tests #9
# - #11 were
e increased from 0.075 to 0.150
inches. The
T drop weight was also increased. But despitte this, only tthe top coup
pling
ruptured in any of the
ese drops as
s shown for Test #11 in Figure 16. S
Some bendin
ng was
observed
d in the botto
om coupling for Test #11
1 as shown iin Figure 17.
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Figure 15. The testt setup is shown for fourr couplings i n the “diamo
ond” orientattion for
test #10. The couplings are configured at a 45⁰ angle w
with respect tto the directiional line
of the drrop weight. The couplin
ng which faile
ed is at top d
dead center, with two co
ouplings
at the 90⁰ and 270⁰⁰ positions ex
xperienced bending.
b
Th
he coupling a
at the 180⁰ p
position
yielded in compress
sion. The oa
ak block is situated
s
belo
ow the concrrete pedesta
al and is
grouted in
nto place.
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Figure 16. The top
p dead cente
er coupling which
w
rupture
ed in test #11, showing tearing
from she
ear, tensile and
a bending forces. How
wever, note the localized energy ab
bsorption
and distortiion when two
o grooves a re present.
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Figure 17. The botto
om (180⁰) co
oupling in Te
est #11, sho
owing effectss of shear distortion,
yielding, but no ruptture. The im
mpact toughn
ness of CDA
A 360 brass iis consistenttly found
m -20⁰F to +7
70⁰F, and its
s ductility is ssubstantial a
at slow strain
n rates
to be 14 ft-lbs from
en raised wh
hether multip
ple grooves were
(30-35% elongation). Questions were the
unde
esirably redistributing strrain.
ur Transpo Coupling Tests
T
IDs: 12-14 (12/16//2008)
3.2.4 Fou
Results
R
from Tests #8 thrrough #11 were
w
not lead
ding towardss closing in o
on a
satisfacto
ory design. In addition, the resource
es required ffor fabricatio
on of the con
ncrete
pedestals
s, in addition
n to the costts for machin
ning groovess and testing
g fixtures we
ere more
costly tha
an anticipate
ed such that the remaining resource
es would sup
pport a limite
ed
number of
o tests. The
ereby, this tim
me was used
d to reflect u
upon what to
o do next, ussing the
advice off the Technic
cal Review Panel
P
Chairm
man. A requ
uest to the IC
CT for additiional
resource
es was made
e to support additional te
esting, which
h included th
he conduct o
of three
tests usin
ng Transpo SPM 4100 couplings,
c
an
nd the use o
of a stiffer an
nd stronger sstrike
tube. The
e logic propo
osed by the panel was th
hat the enerrgy absorptio
on to rupture
e of the
brass couplings shou
uld be equivalent to the FHWA-apprroved Transp
po SPM 410
00
nce for this approach
a
wa
as also obtai ned from disscussions w
with the
coupling.. Concurren
Texas Trransportation
n Institute an
nd the Unive
ersity of Neb
braska.
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A new 9” Ø strike tube was fabricated by Taylor Devices, as it was apparent that the
5” Ø strike tube did not accurately represent the geometry of an actual pole connection
to the base plate. In observations of previous tests, the smaller strike tube was not
transferring tensile, shear and bending forces in a manner commensurate with actual
pole design, but instead was sustaining minor levels of bending that were observed
during videos of the drop weight testing. In addition, the load transfer through the
smaller 5” diameter pipe and the 3/8” fillet welds resulted in dissipation of elastic energy
directed toward bending of the tube rather than by direct transmission to the couplings
so that their rupture could occur. Table 6 presents the results from the three tests with
Transpo couplings (Tests #12 - #14).
Table 6. Specimen Description and Results from Tests #12 - #14
Test ID

Date

12
13
14

12/16/2008
12/16/2008
12/16/2008

Weight
(lbs)
100
127
113

Groove Details
Configuration Type
Number Radius Depth
Diamond
Transpo
Diamond
Transpo
Diamond
Transpo

Coupler #s

Strike Tube
Revised
Revised
Revised

Test Result
Top Rupture
All Rupture
All Rupture

The Transpo couplings were observed to rupture at a drop weight of 127 lbs.
However, the drop weight tests of the Transpo SPM 4100 couplings failed the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) crash criteria by
leaving two 5.5” long stubs intact. Because these stubs are made of a proprietary high
strength, high sulfur, high phosphorus modified SAE 4140 alloy steel, they require at
least 1,000 lbs to break off a single coupling remnant. As such, they represent intrusion
points that could penetrate into the passenger compartment floor panels or the fuel
tank.* This is in violation of Table 5 of the AASHTO Manual for Assessment of Safety
Hardware. Two couplings broke cleanly at the bottom notch, and two at the top notch
under drop weights of 127 and 113 pounds, whereas only one coupling ruptured under
a drop weight of 100 pounds. A picture from the 113 pound test is shown in Figure 18.
*NOTE: In subsequent full scale pendulum tests, the Transpo SPM 4100 couplings also
improperly fractured. In tests conducted at Valmont Industries, three 5.5” long stubs remained
after pendulum impact.
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Figure 18. Fracture
e of Transpo
o SPM 4100 couplings, sshowing two
o 5.5” long re
emnant
stubs. These
T
stubs require at le
east 1,000 lb
bs of horizon
ntal force to break them off, and
they ca
an penetrate passenger compartmen
nt panels or a fuel tank. As such, allthough
they rup
pture upon impact, they do fail to pa
ass AASHTO
O safety requ
uirements be
ecause
the
e stubs are longer than 4
4”.
3.2.5 Fou
ur Coupling
g Test IDs: #15-17
#
(12/1
17/2008 – 1//5/2009)
The
T next thre
ee tests were
e conducted using brasss couplings tthat had fourr
grooves machined in
nto each of th
hese couplin
ngs. As show
wn in Table 7, all tests fa
ailed to
deliver th
he desired pe
erformance even when deeper groo
oves and hea
avier loads were
used. In Test #15, th
he weight bo
ounced off th
he strike tub e, while in T
Tests #16 an
nd #17
t coupling
g ruptured. Figure
F
19 pre
esents the re
result from T
Test #17 and
d Figure
only the top
20 prese
ents the cond
dition of the bottom coup
pling after th e same testt. As shown,
substantial bending in this coupliing was observed, which
h was interp
preted to mea
an that
again some of the im
mpact energy
y was being redistributed
d due to elasstic and plasstic or
permane
ent deformations.
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Table 7. Specimen Description and Results from Tests #15 - #17
Test ID

Date

15
16
17

12/17/2008
12/17/2008
1/5/2009

Weight
(lbs)
127
160
160

Groove Details
Number Radius Depth
4
0.0625 0.125
4
0.0625 0.125
4
0.0625
0.15

Configuration
Diamond
Diamond
Diamond
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Type
Brass
Brass
Brass

Coupler #s

Strike Tube

23, 24, 25M, 26 Revised
23, 24, 25M, 26 Revised
27, 28, 29, 30 Revised

Test Result
N.G.; Bounced
Top Rupture
Top Rupture

Figure
F
19. Th
he result from
m Test #17, showing rup
pture of the ttop coupling
g,
be
ending distorrtion of the midline
m
neutrral axis coup
plings, and a
apparent she
ear
disto
ortion of the bottom
b
coup
pling.
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Figurre 20. Condition of botto
om coupling after Test # 17, showing
g “accordion--like”
absorpttion and redistribution off strain enerrgy. The inittial concept o
of creating m
multiple
crack in
nitiation sites
s for fracture
e actually res
sulted in makking the inte
ended fracture zone
ndoned.
more fle
exible and en
nergy absorp
ptive. After this
t
test, mu
ultiple grooving was aban
Alth
hough this prroved undes
sirable for im
mpact breaka
away purposses, this type
e of
conn
nection could
d be beneficiial for seismic applicatio
ons or where
e sudden mo
otion,
expansion and contra
action is problematic in b
bridges or sttructures.
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ur-Coupling
g Test IDs: #18-21
#
(1/6//2009 – 1/8/2
2009)
3.2.6 Fou
A revision to the strategy
y of adding multiple
m
groo
oves was ma
ade in these three
tests to use
u one deep sharp notc
ch rather tha
an two or fou
ur grooves. As shown in
n Table
8, Tests #18 - #20 re
esulted in the
e rupture of all couplingss. See Figurres 21 and 2
22. As
noted in Table 8, the
e depth of the
e grooves was
w decrease
ed from Testt #19 to #20. The
reason to
o decrease notch
n
depth was the valiid concern th
hat increasin
ng notch dep
pth
would ha
ave consequences on the fatigue life
e of the coup
plings. Unfo
ortunately, an
n effort
to furtherr reduce the cuts to a de
epth of 0.15 inches in Te
est #21 was unsuccessfu
ul, in
that only one of the four
f
coupling
gs in this tes
st fractured. S
See Figure 2
23.
Table 8. Specimen
S
Description
D
and
a Results ffrom Tests #
#18 - #21
Test ID

Date

18
19
20
21

1/6/2009
1/6/2009
1/7/2009
1/8/2009

Weiight
(lb
bs)
16
60
12
27
12
28
12
28

Groovve Details
Number Radius Depth
1
0.125
0.175
1
0.125
0.175
1
0.125
0.165
1
0.125
0.15

C
Configuration
Diamond
D
D
Diamond
D
Diamond
D
Diamond

T
Type
Brass
Brass
Brass
Brass

Coupler #s
32, 33, 34,, 35
36, 37, 38,, 39
40, 41, 42,, 43
44, 45, 46,, 47

Strike Tube
Revised
Revised
Revised
Revised

Test Result
All Rupture
All Rupture
All Rupture
Top Rupture

ng complete rupture of a
all brass couplings at
Figure 21. The result from Test #20, showin
a drop weight
w
of 128
8 lbs from a distance of 13.3 ft. The
e notch deptth was 0.165
5 inches
with a 1/8” root
r
radius.
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Figure 22.
2 Fracture surface from
m Test #20. Closer exam
mination of tthe fracture surface
shows that
t
the initia
al crack pop--in starts at the
t internal ssharp 1”-8 U
UNC threadss, which
then radiates outtward and co
ontinues alo
ong the perip
phery of the notched secction.
Because
e of the sharp
pness and notch
n
acuity of the intern
nal threads o
obtained with
h tapping
CDA 360
0 brass, whic
ch has the highest mach
hinability rati ng of any co
ommercial brass, the
inside diameter is allways the crack initiation
n site for fraccture in impa
act, tensile, bending
and fatigu
ue modes.
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Figure 23. The resu
ult from Test #21, where only the top
p dead cente
er coupling rruptured.
Notch de
epth had bee
en reduced from
f
0.165” to 0.150”, in
ndicating tha
at notch seve
erity and
dep
pth are critical paramete
ers for this co
oupling desig
gn.
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CHAPTER 4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The majority of the effort in the first phase of this project and its associated
expenses were directed to experimental determination of what groove geometry for four
free-cutting brass couplings would provide the desired breakaway performance. While
the character of the test program was iterative, time consuming, and required
considerable discussion and communication among the University of Illinois, the Illinois
DOT, Taylor Devices, and the Technical Review Panel members, a suitable shape of a
single groove notch was determined in a systematic and progressive manner. Because
of this, the most useful data are the final tests that determined the limits of
unacceptable and acceptable performance expected in an impact event. The results of
these final tests are as follows:
1. Rupture of all four Transpo SPM 4100 couplings was observed in drop
weight Test #14 where a 113 pound weight was dropped from a height of13.3 feet onto
a 9” Ø x 18” long strike tube that connected four Transpo SPM 4100 couplings to a
concrete pedestal. The drop of 13.3 feet was calculated to result in an impact velocity
of 20 miles per hour. Couplings were arranged in a “diamond” pattern, 45⁰ relative to
the line of strike of the falling weight. The test setup was gradually refined so that the
amount of energy directed to slip, elastic and other plastic deformations was minimized.
2. Using the same configuration, but using a 100 pound falling weight in
Test #12, only the top coupling of the four Transpo couplings failed. When the Transpo
couplings ruptured, they left 5.5” long stub remnants which violated the AASHTO postimpact safety test criteria. In a subsequent full-scale pendulum impact test not reported
in this study, three Transpo SPM 4100 5.5” long stubs remained after impact.
3. Using the same setup as above, rupture of all four free-cutting brass
couplings occurred in Test #20 under a drop weight of 128 pounds from 13.3 feet when
a single groove notch was cut to a depth of 0.165 inches with a root radius of 0.125
inches at the mid-length of the four couplings.
4. Only one of four brass couplings failed in Test #21, even though the test
configuration was identical to Tests #18-20, because 1/8” root radius grooves were only
cut to a depth of 0.150 inches. The similarity in performance of the brass breakaway
couplings vs. the approved Transpo SPM 4100 couplings indicated to the Technical
Review Panel that a viable design was ready for full scale pendulum impact testing.
The Valmont Industries test facility at Valley, NE was subsequently used by the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln for final FHWA certification for field use of the brass
breakaway couplings under light pole base plates.
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CHAPTER 5 DROP WEIGHT TEST LIMITATIONS
Despite the very similar results between the performance of the Transpo SPM
4100 couplings and single mid-length groove notch brass breakaway couplings, there
were several factors that were not investigated in the drop weight testing program.
1. The angle of strike of the falling weight relative to the orientation of the
couplings was not completely explored. The moment of inertia for four couplings in the
“diamond” and “square” configuration are virtually equivalent. Although at the time of
drop weight -ing this factor was considered significant, but its importance dissipated
because the mid length notch was subsequently changed to a circular notch rather than
using indexed grooves on each side of the hexagon bar stock. This meant that no
matter which direction the base was impacted, the each coupling would have virtually
identical impact absorption in all directions. This assumes that the machining of the
notch is completely concentric with the internal screw threads.
2. The distance from the point of impact from the mid-height of the couplings
was fixed in these tests. This distance varies with the type of vehicle, height of the front
bumper and ground conditions. FHWA has set this height at 18” for test convenience
and standardization.
3. The flexural stiffness, length, and weight of the utility or light pole can vary.
The diameter of the base cylinder affects the local stiffness of the pole at the point of
impact. The location of the primary access hand hole can also affect this localized
stiffness. All these factors substantially influence the crash characteristics of the
couplings, including the radius of gyration of the pole, its mass, and wall thickness
which affects pole deflection and energy absorption.
4. The level of tightening/torque that was applied to the couplings is a
substantial factor. The level of torque influences the amount of coupling preload, the
stresses applied to the notched section of the coupling, and any torsional component
when tightening the coupling. With higher torque levels, preload stresses can change
the amount of impact energy required for rupture. In the drop weight tests, 100 ft-lbs
was the limiting torque. To limit the factor of preload, 50 ft-lbs was set as the limiting
torque in the pendulum impact tests.
5. The lateral stiffness of the concrete base structure may not have been
perfectly equivalent to actual foundations. The foundations used for most light poles
are set by Illinois DOT standards. However, this factor was well governed by use of the
large reaction mass and the oak block to limit slip during impact by the drop weight.
6. The compressive stiffness of the impacting nose of the falling weight is
substantially greater that the impact of an automobile bumper. In the drop weight test,
a very rigid impact weight was used, and would only represent the impact of an engine
block or a very rigid truck bumper against a pole. In the FHWA pendulum impact tests,
a crushable nose made of layers of aluminum honeycomb is used to simulate the
crumple zone of an automotive bumper, radiator and frame.
7. The impact velocity of the falling weight. Due to height limitations, a 62 mph
test could not be simulated in the drop weight test conducted in this study.
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APPENDIX A: DVD: PICTURES, VIDEOS AND TEST DATA
The collection of pictures, images, and acceleration records that we recorded in
this research project are presented in the digital folder that is available at
https://netfiles.uiuc.edu/kuchma/shared/IDOT. Table A-1 presents a list of the
information available from each test.
Table A-1. Pictures, Videos, and Test Data
Test ID

Date

Movie File Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

6/9/2008
6/10/2008
6/12/2008
6/16/2008
6/16/2008
6/18/2008
6/18/2008
6/23/2008
7/14/2008
7/16/2008
7/17/2008
12/16/2008
12/16/2008
12/16/2008
12/17/2008
12/17/2008
1/5/2009
1/6/2009
1/6/2009
1/7/2009
1/8/2009

Test1 Movie1.mpg
Test2 Movie1.mpg
Test3 Movie1.mpg
Test4 Movie1.mpg
Test5 Movie1.mpg
Test6 Movie1.mpg
Test7 Movie1.mpg
Test8 Movie1.mpg
Test9 Movie1.mov
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Test15 Movie1.mov
Test16 Movie1.mov
N/A
Test18 Movie1.mov
Test19 Movie1.mov
Test20 Movie1.mov
Test21 Movie1.mov

Picture File Names
Test1 Picture1.jpg
Test2 Picture1.jpg
Test3 Picture1.jpg
Test4 Picture1.jpg
Test5 Picture1.jpg
Test6 Picture1.jpg
Test7 Picture1.jpg
N/A
Test9 Picture1.jpg
Test10 Picture1.jpg
Test11 Picture1.jpg
N/A
N/A
Test14 Picture1.jpg
N/A
Test16 Picture1.jpg
Test17 Picture1.jpg
Test18 Picture1.jpg
Test19 Picture1.jpg
Test20 Picture1.jpg
Test21 Picture1.jpg

Test1 Picture2.jpg
Test2 Picture2.jpg
Test3 Picture2.jpg

Test6 Picture2.jpg
Test7 Picture2.jpg

Test6 Picture3.jpg

Test11 Picture2.jpg

Test11 Picture3.jpg

Test14 Picture2.jpg
Test16 Picture2.jpg
Test17 Picture2.jpg
Test18 Picture2.jpg
Test19 Picture2.jpg
Test20 Picture2.jpg
Test21 Picture2.jpg
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Test17 Picture3.jpg

Test17 Picture4.jpg

Test20 Picture3.jpg
Test21 Picture3.jpg

Test20 Picture4.jpg

Acc.
Data
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Test11 Raw Data.pdf
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Test19 Raw Data.txt
Test20 Raw Data.txt
N/A

Other
File
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Test14 Notes1.docx
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Test19 Notes1.doc
N/A
N/A

